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TRUE LOVE CAN BE EVEN BETTER THAN FICTION
VIVICA A. FOX AND SARAH LANCASTER STAR WITH MARCIA STRASSMAN IN
‘LOOKING FOR MR. RIGHT,’
A HALLMARK CHANNEL ORIGINAL MOVIE WORLD PREMIERE, JUNE 7

Oscar Nuñez, Kip Pardue, Brandon Quinn And Katy Stoll Also Star

An author’s fictionalized fairy tale debut suddenly becomes an imperfect real-world romance when Vivica A. Fox (“Independence Day,” “Kill Bill”) and Sarah Lancaster (“Chuck”) star in “Looking for Mr. Right,” a Hallmark Channel Original Movie World Premiere Saturday, June 7 (9p.m. ET/PT, 8C). Fox and Lancaster star beside Marcia Strassman (“Welcome Back, Kotter,” “Honey, I Shrunk the Kids”), Oscar Nuñez (“The Office”), Kip Pardue (“Remember the Titans”), Brandon Quinn (“The Vampire Diaries,” “The OC”) and Katy Stoll (“The Seven Year Hitch”) in this heartwarming romantic tale about a struggling writer who is forced to fake a relationship to save her career, while overlooking the love of a longtime friend.

Writer Annie Butler (Lancaster) is miserable after she suffers a bad breakup while facing her dead-end job writing user manuals instead of manuscripts. Deciding to envision the life she wants in hopes of making it a reality, Annie writes My George, a fiction novel depicting her dream romance with a perfect imaginary guy named George. She is stunned to receive a letter from high-powered literary agent Della Hendershot (Fox), who wants to publish the book and promote Annie as a debut author at a huge bookseller’s expo—alongside George. When Annie admits there is no George, Della, furiously trying to get her way, decides to hire an actor to pose as Annie’s boyfriend, much to the dismay of Annie and her family, sister Kate (Stoll) and mom Opal (Strassman).

Upset she has to lie about her love life, Annie is relieved when she meets George Munroe (Pardue), the handsome and driven realtor selling Opal’s house. Desperate to spark a romance with George to bring the pages of her bestselling novel to life before the expo, Annie discovers her attempts at real-world romance fall flat as she tries to recreate the perfect moments from her book. Meanwhile, Annie is reconnecting with high school pal Henry (Quinn), now a plant nursery owner who she’s hired to help spruce up Opal’s yard for the sale. It is clear Henry’s teenage crush on her has resurfaced, especially to his co-worker Frank (Nuñez), who encourages him to make a move. As Henry and Annie start spending more time together, Annie soon finds she may be forcing the love she thought she always wanted—without realizing her true fairy tale ending has been waiting for her all along.

(more)
“Looking for Mr.Right” is a Mediapool Production in association with Larry Levinson Productions. Larry Levinson is the executive producer. Amanda Phillips Atkins is co-executive producer. Lincoln Lageson is the producer. Kevin Connor directed from a script written by John Donovan & Deborah Gaughan and Jennifer Notas.

Hallmark Channel, owned and operated by Crown Media Holdings, Inc., is a 24-hour basic cable network that provides a diverse slate of high-quality entertainment programming available in high definition (HD) and standard definition (SD) to a national audience of 86 million subscribers. Hallmark Channel is the nation’s leading destination for quality family programming with an ambitious slate of TV movies; original scripted series, including Cedar Cove, When Calls the Heart and Signed, Sealed, Delivered; specials such as Kitten Bowl, as well as some of television’s most beloved sitcoms and series, including The Golden Girls, The Waltons, Little House on the Prairie, and Frasier. The channel is also home to Daytime Emmy-nominated lifestyle program, Home & Family, a daily two-hour live show shot in a fully functional house located on the Universal Studios lot. Hallmark Channel's sibling network, Hallmark Movie Channel, available in HD and SD, focuses on family-friendly movies with a mix of original films, classic theatrical releases, and presentations from the acclaimed Hallmark Hall of Fame library.
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